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A B S '1' R A C T 

The distribution of mesons in the proper field of a ~ucleon 

is calc.ulated based on a moclel df physical nucleon consisting. of 

a. tinite core surrounded e;y a cloud of _'.J -meson.so An as1mptotic 

solution which.holds when the number of mesons is large is obtainedo 

This solution is exp·ected to account for the region very near to 

the coreo From the theoretical estimation of Friedman, Lee and 

Christian and also from the evidence that the orientation of the 

col'e in the isotopic spin sp4ce and the ordinary spin space may 

be quite random, it follows that the renormalization factor for 

the interaction constant may be quite largeo If we accept the 

value obtained by Friedman et al and use the conventional cut-

off value K=· 6 then the number of mesons at small distances from 

the core will be of the order teno This result is consistent with 

the view, that the production of meson shower by high energy nuc

leon-nucleon collis·ion 1s d'-:le to :the shaking off of meson clouds 

during collisiorto No inconsistency with ,t:lle low energy experiments 

is introduced by the present theoryo 

Io Intro duct 1 on 

Recent discoveries of various types of strange particles se~

ve to indicate-that the structure of physical nucleons cannot be 

as simple as it was thought beforeo Owing to the strong interact

ions of these particles with nucleons, a physical nucleon would{~--~ 

vitably involve these particles in its virtual sta.tes, as a conse

quence the structure in the central portion of a single nucleon 

system would.be greatly complicatedo This may be the reason why 

relativistic treatment of the system always leads to results :which 
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are not in agreement with- the experimento With the further rea

lization that the present form of quantum'mechanics may not even 

be adequate for the description of the central portion ~)f physical 

nucleons, attempts have been made _to replace this central p:ra:rtlon 

by a fixed core,21 and consider the outer portion as consts~1h& 

~nly of mesons. Success of these attempts shows that ~i~~ua1 nuo

leon pairs and virtua~ strange particles iqdeed do not intet~ere 

with the outer part of meson cloud of a nucleono 

The question arises as to whether the above picture can still . . . 

be used at small distances from the coreo As we shall see. below, 

at small distances from.the core there might be large num'ber o'f 

mesons, so evidences about the situation there must come from ex

periments on production of meson showers by high ezrergy nucleon-nuc:J..e.efr 

leon coiilisions~ Observation shows· that the shower particles are 

mainly mesonso This may be considered as an evidence supporting 

the view that the effect of virtua~ nucleon pairs and yi~tual 

strange particles may still be unimportant at sma·ll distances 

from the core .. 

It will be of interest in any case to find out the distribut

ion of meson cloud just outside the core under the assumption that 

stat~s involving virtual nucleon pairs and strange particles can 

be neglected. We have mentioned above that the number of mesons 

at small distances from the core may be very largeo One important 

· consequence of this is that the interaction constant g and the 

nucleon rest mass M appearing in formuihas can no longer be·equal 

to the observed values. They should rather be coniidered as the 

intrinsic interaction constant and intrinsic mass of the core. 



This difference in observed and -intrinsic quantities is very 1:npor

tant in our cas.e G In .usual calculations this .difference is either 

neglected entirely or taken into account only up to the ~lowest 

order, say those arisen.from one or two meson states,; 

It is well known according to the accepted::form or meson

nucleon ihteraction that the intrinsic mass and, interaction-cons

tant must be larger than the observed oneso This has two-important 

c·onsequencies: Firstly, ·the strength of interaoti'on between the 

core- and the.meson field surrounding it is increased in the :region 

very close to the core 1 so that according to ·the, criteria .'.put. 

torward by Blokhintsev11 one may expect that the strong coupling 

approximation .would be much more accurate there than -in ·the fringe 

outer regeon where a sort of iritermediate coupling approximation 

such as proposed by Tomonaga21, ,chew31: or Tamm and Dancoff4/ 

would be more suitableo Secondly, the largeness of the intrinsic 

mass of the core tends to reduce the recoil effect of the coreo 

Since the average kinetic energy of the meson field increases ve-
" ry rapidly as the distance from the core decreases, one would ex".'" 

pect that the neglection of the core recoil will not be justified 

in the region very close to the core_o Ho~ever, the following con

sideration will show·that the situation is not really so bado The 

recoil momentum of the core is equal to minus the sum of momenta

'Of the mesonso At small distances from the core_ althpugh the ~o

mentum of each meson is very large, since_ the number of mesons is 

also very large, the sum of these momenta may turn out to be not 

vely largeo The largeness of intrinsic mass mentioned above is 

an additional factor which reduces the effect of recoilo 
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Our. treatment. of the region . of• meson field·· close to the core 

is very similar to the strong coupling treatment of Pauli and 

Dancoff,,.the main difference being that Fock's representation 

is now used to express the solution directly as distribution of 

mesons in momentum .spaceo The .. connection of the present results 
. ... ' . , ~ 

with thos~, 09ta1ned by Bloch-~ordsieck approximation is also dis-

cussed. 

Application of the present theory to the proolam of product

ion of meson shower by high energy nucleon-nucleon collision 

is given in Section Jo 

2. Meson field outside the core of a physical nucleon at rest 

We. s~all neglect the recoil of the coreo The Hamiltonian . ' 

· operator for a nuqleon at rest at origin in space coor~inate sys-

tem is given by 

H ~ [ [ ji'P;CK>lfo{(~ )+_t U(f<)(cr.f< rc°'l·lf;(K )-'-J~<k)tj) 
· 0( ... f< "' ..wi, "'c ~ >Ni Wl """., - (1) 

·.• wher.e d. represen:ts polarization of the meson in charge spa~, 

k is the momentum vector of the mQson, E =( µc+ kz) Jt 
I 

IJ. being 
...._._.l . 

the meson rest mass.· The natural unit 1i = C = µ ':. f is used so 

that ~ =( 1 • kz/f_ 6"1. and · 'C:; (1 • 1,2 ,J) are respectively the spin 
'ti ' 

and isotopic spin ma.trio es of the nucleon. ~o<. ( f<) and l.J~ ( f; ) - ~ 
are respectively the·emission and absorption operators for mesons 

of momentum k ...,.,.. and charge c-/ o They satisfy the following 

commutation relation 
......... 

[ lj., ( ~ ) • ':f.; { r>] ~cl"' /3 °1c k. . 
W\ 

(2) 



We JdA1' choose a set of real fuaotionl' 1:a(k) aatisfying th-e :fol

low1ni orthonormal conditions 

t Ki f<J Fn(~)Fm (~) ;()ijJhm 
\,,I\ . 

-(~ l ~ : Q l 1 > a> .. ·) 
~)J - ,, 2)3 

We may express ~a< ( ~ ) in the f'ellowidg form 
V>A 

where 

rh(n_ > From (2),(4),(5) we can easily verify that '+'Q(l 

following commutation relation 

[ 
(YI) (m >*J O J 0 

cpd..i l cp~J = ij °'P hrn. 

Inserting (4) into (1) gives 

where 

(.3) 

(4) 

(5) 

satisfies t».e 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 



· ·i~ r:; 

Sorting out terms conta1R1ng ¢/~' 
o( ,. we obtain 

~ ... ~ ,., ... ,_ 

3 3 { . (O)* (0) L (J ,,_ r (o) . (0)*11 
H :;; L ~ Ao cp o<:i. 9Joli. -~ --:J ·_· Co [~(Ji Lepo(~ - ¢, o<i · 

ol:I 1,:I 'Ii . 

3 3 eo <n>*[ co> L9 J 
+ [ ~ [ ¢<;(;, Bon cpoei - ✓~t-Cn L°' 0 i 

o(:I l= I O=l ~ 

3 3 00 (n}r··· ... ·(o)*-·t~· . ] 
+ L L [ ¢<AL Bon <.p e!.i + ··~r;"Cn t~ 0t. 

ol~t t=-1 h::1 . t.., 

.· ' ·+ [ _[ [ {An tj::, (n>* q/~> t-[ B [ck<~)* cp'~> + cf5~)*cp'~>J} 
al:.1 (,'!.I n::.I o<.t. d.l. rn>n nm o<:I. d1 o{L cH., · 

(9) 

The Schroedinger equation of the prftafflt problem is 

H½1 ~ E½l 
(10) 

There existed in the past two systematic approach for so1V4 

ing the problemo One is the strong-coupling approximation prop.os

ei by Went~e18/ and the other. 1s the intermediate coupling app.-·o• 

ximation proposed by Tomonaga.21" Both-these two authors made u~ 

of tlae single wave function approximation whic·h in our notation 
(o);/. 

mean-s that 1-y should be a function of cpc<i onlyo In other 

words 
en) 

cpc<1, ly;;O Cnt-1). 
(11) 

From (9),_ and (11) we see that in Fotk•s representation in which 
(n) · -· rh(n)* · cp . is replaced bya/a"t'o( i. > lfl must satisfy the follow-

<4 \ 
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ing equations 

(12) 

and 

It follows from (8) 

Ao=j f-i~f:!~ 1 Ban=~ f ~~t2

fn(k) 
·- ..,.,. 

(1J) 

(12) and (13) then becom~ 
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(16) 1s just the equation ()btained by Tomtmaga u.s:tag h:ts int~ 

mediate coupling approximationo The extent t.o "i!'hitih (17) is .satis

fied may be used as a measUl'e of the accnJ:taoy Gt his approximat-

ione 

It will be noted that the solution ot (12).is :tndependent 

of s.nv particular choice Qf F
0
(k)o The concrete choice of F.(k1 ., [)\ . ' 

1s important only when we want to satisfy the conclitioil (11) o. 

Therefore in the following we shall procetrd tt, selw@ tfJi?) w~titd 

·fixing the function F
0

(k)o 

In the present investigation we ahall develop a new method 

to ~olve (9) and (10) o · First we notice that t'ae.. and G't- _ are 

Pauli matrices wiU.iiao rows and two colwnneo .I!\ollo.\'ling Pauli 
',/"',,,>i;,,;,.'l ., ., 

-and Dane off we may introduce orthog(}nal tleanfj:ft'J~matiu,u-s to the 
. I 

ordinary space· and the :isotopic spin spaceo Let 'Cv 
I 

and -CSJ< b8 

components ·of 1.: .._. and o ..,.,,. after the transfo~mations, we may 

write 

3 . I 3 1 

t'o< = [. B.,.ol -cr > C\ -= _'[ A1.s os 
~=I L=I 

where Ayo< 

(18) 

and BLs satisfy the folletWing conditions for or-

thogonal transformations: 

3 

[ B.,.ol Bso( = o..,.s 
o<':::I 

3 

L Ad.. y Aa1. 5 = 8rs l ' 
o<.=I 

3 . ~ 6 
L B.,.o£Br13 ~fJ 
\":I . 

3 - o L Ad. r A f3 r - o< 13 
Y:1 

(19) 



It· we int~~prete above transtormat1ona aa rotations of eoord1n&- ·~·'' 
. ,,,.;----

tes as was done 117 Pauli an4 Da.acctt, A~p an4 Bts must ,.. realr:;I, 

numberso In Appendix I we shall ahow that it Ad~ 

allowed to be compltx. numllera the following restalta still helt · 

true as when they are real uwaaerso 

We ma7 choose At,S ancl •r~ •at_1st1111g the tollow1q coa4• 

1tio• (o)* a. 
~ t Br"' cpo<l Ai.s-= rs Q.,- . (20) 

Using (19) we can also write 

(21) 

We notice 

of conjugated complex numberso In Appendix I we ha-re showa that 

Av; and Brd · which sat1tf;r (20) and (_21) must also be compleJe:.'. 

numbers o There we have also shown that Jr ~i.>* which is the 
(O)* 

oo.njugate dynami~al variable to cpo{i. is g1Te~ 'by 

(o}.f:. a· f . r • r Lk+Trk Lk ~TY'k] f "1. 
JTo{v:: -l acp<~>* = [ [ AL'f Bka( Proik + 2 Q - Q - ;Q. ri,a (1-u..-k) 

o<.c. 'r -k . r I< . r . k 

where Py 

and T Yk 

I 

J22) 
-'irk,,,. 

is the mom.entum Tariable corresponding to Qtr , L 

are angular momentum operator• 1n ordinary .space and 

isotopic spin space respectively-., They satisfy the following 

commutation relations 
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L[ Lr\ Aktl= c\.t Aks ~ 6st Akr (24). 

L[T1rsl BtJ =Git B.sG\ - 8st B.,.°' • (25) 

The same expression (22) has also been obtained by Pauli and 

Dancoff using the concep} of .rotations in ordinary and 1sotop1~ 
• I 

spin spaceso It is now obta:l.ned by algebraic method as in our· 

case the transformation (1.8) cannot be interpreted directly as 

rotationso 

. :rnse3:ting (2_1) 1 (22) and (2J) .into (12) we obtain 

E / LA-0QrPY + ! Co-r;;cr; QY +~Ja Co -c; G>.-
. '( . . . . . . .. . 

· where 

+ [ ~Co t 'is-')< J ¼' :: E lt' Z~ t Y rk · ·. 
kt-r · · . 

kY' T. ·k'I' L ·t-

Rkv- ~ ~Q~ - Q y 

l~r - T ~er - ----...,..,. .. ~- . ~· 

Qk1-Q..,.. 

We can easily verify the following relations 

[Rt~- t,' (s.' Q. + i:; a; <.i"iJ = & te o, 
) . ,. . .. . . 

[ R ,a> T,3' 6; Q3] =·o 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

and similar relations obtained by cyclic permutations of the in= 

diceso These relations will be useful in calculations in Appendix !Io 

It will be sufficient for ottF purpose to look for the asymp-
1 

totic solution of. (26) which holds when the number of mesons is 
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larg®o W~ shall show below that th~ ~ig®ll value A is determ1n~ 
,-;; 

ed already b;r the asymptoti@ solutionfi After the asympto(!lii S<fp 
~ . 

lut1on is· obtainedt (26) is needed only for 0ontinuing Y te 

the r~gion where the number of meson~ 1s ~•llo 

It is shown in Appe~diz II that when th~ n•ber of 8M$OB 

1s Tery larg®il the term eiontainln& Rky !!il (<l~) ca.B Ile aeglat• 

ed (t_his can also be seen qualitativel.1' :f!rM the fa.©t tha.t Pv 

and Q\~ are· both proportional to the -aguare root of the_ a_..r :· 

tr! mesons no· This makes the tierm containing Ri.c" -- · a times· slai-. 
ler than the other terms)~ w~ obtain 

w~ notice that the following four quant1t1~~ 
I I I I I I 

1, ,; I (}I l t 2 QC ) L 3 Q 3 

commute with one anothero Consequentl1 although they are rath·e:,e· 

complicated matr~6sl) tney·ican still b~ hand~lted as ordinary 

ntmmbers in (29) o Replacing iPy by a/aQ r 9 wie haw® 

3 . . . 

i 
a !.~. , , L1 , , a 1 -~ 

[ Q"aa ,. r,:-, ITr 0 rQr- 0:.- lt-r 0 ,, aa fY- AY 
t ~a ~~ r ':r-:-:! 

(JO) --

Put 

(31) 

(JO) becomes 

/ 



·P;=> 1t • 

{ . d L9 -' ' t~ 1 1 d 1 
Q \r d Qr + {e I Ly- ()'r Qr - n I '[ y () r- d Q y ¼\ = ~t, y '(" 

(Y-=1)£)3) 
. (32). 

&nd 

;\::A,-,.. ;,21- i\, (~J) 

(32) are three total differential equations of the first~ 

d.er,- the gen·eral solutions of whuh are fount i&<ed1a.tely t@ bct1 

ga 2 ) . (-I + Ar . · 
i. 9 , , ] ~ l I., ~ _ , , }. 

Yv- = Arf Qr - \la I Tr0 r . exp - '12' I er 6 .- Qr 

where A y 

(.'.34) 

1s the normalization oonstanto·By definition .Y:r 

must be a single 

that 

valued poweJ.t a .. er1es of Qy , this requires 

~2 2 . . 
n,(::. 4 r + Ar 

(J5) 

must be an integEr. It will easily bt seen that ,ny cannot 
l.4~1it:,'I. g I 1 

. be a negative integero If ny · 1s negative· then Q-- - ~Zit.,..6,,.. 1 

½1r will approach to inf1nityo Since infinite value cannot 

have any physical meaning, we conclude that n r can only be 

a positive integero F~om (J5) we obtain 

. . 3i2 2 
E :P, 0 {.\+-A 2 ;•;,. 3)=-Ao(n 1+ n"+n3--4-I) (JG) 

ground state of the system is given by n =O(r=l,2,J)oThe The 

of (J2) for the ground state is given by 

. { i,O ,3 I I } 

Yo ~ A ex P - .~ f [ tr 0 r QvJ 
'12 Y':I 

-3 i? 2 
E=-Ao)\o=¼~ I Ao . 

so}.ution 

(J7) 

. 
j 

~· 



Since 

(JS) 

(40), we obtain 

-It will be pointed og.t however, that Tomonag~•s expzies

sion for F
0
(k), namely (14), does not satisfy (11) Tery well9 

To see this we insert (21) and (22) into equation (lJ) which 

is equivalent to (ll), we obtain 

(when Y'-=5) (4)) 

{ 
t ~ . •/2 ' ' } ~ . 

8011 zRr5+fer Ts6r Y=O (whenY:j:S) (44) 

It can easily be verified ·by inserting (41) that the -left-hand 

side of (4J) vanishes identicall:,, but the left-hand side o:t (44) 

is different from zeroe It is difficult to assert from this how 

far this would violate the one wave equation assumptiono !o find 

a better F 
0
(k) various authors have :resort•• t_• l'a.-iati•al - ,_ ... 

tho&so For our calculation in the following section it 18 suffi• 

cient to leave F 
0
(k) undet~rminate o (40) call also be wrttt.e.n 111·.:;):~};:: 

th• following :to~m: 



=- 14 -

, I . 

,., - /\exp{-~l}-,, t 6 f~ c- (v)LD*(P.)J1 
'0 - ,, ' ✓2' - L L o< L '\ LI O k J a< K . 

. <A L k .. (45) 

where 

-•le V 2 V ,l / 2 
I [[ U(K)c. K Fo(Ku)lT [ f<2F~(k) £] .. 

a :Q ~- , .. /{ 
d d -

(46) 

It will be noted that (41) is just the solution of (1) 

if we from the beginning consider t~ and 01, as two clas=-

sical.. unit vectors o Approximation of similar nature h,:1,s been 

used before by Oppenheimer 1 Lewis and Wouthuyson6/ in treati.ng 

the problem of multiple production of mesons by nucle on~-nuo leon 

collisions. It may be considered as the generalization of Bloch= 

Nordsieck approximation in quantum electro-dynamics in which the 

Dirac matrix, cl L is treated also as a classical unit vectoro 

This approximation has also been used by the present author t) 

sel'eral years ago to obtain the same solution (41)., 

Jo The avera~e number of mesons in t~e·pr.£E_er field of a nucleon 

From the asymptotic solution (45, for large n the proba~ 

bility Pn of finding n mesons in the proper field of a nuc

leon can be obtained immediately as 
2h 

l 2 9' { - t! 21· -in P = -••a>• 
1 A I --- · ,... 3 ' c ( p.., ) p.J . 

h 11 1I 2/, L-i n h 
i: 

(47) 

v-1-

replacing summation by integration, we obtain 

2n 00 · 

. 1 I /2 ~, 13 1 ().2p_2 .fc,oln R -:: - A -·" ----·-· L {;(} K · 4 Ji _.J n KJ 
11 11! . zn (ZJrJ3 'o n -.: 

0 
(48) 

(48) gives the distribution in number of mesons outside the coreo 

It should be remembered that n in (48) should be sufficiently 
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large to warrant the use of asymptotic solution (45). When n is 

very large (48) will decrease monotonously_as a increases. An. 

interesting situation may arise in which P., t1rst increases 

with n and then after passing thro\lgh-a maximum decreases ID()-· 

notonouslyo From (48) we find that this maximum occurs at n • N .· 

where 

· (49). 

As we have mentioned before N must be sufficl~n~ly large 

to assure that the maximium derived from the asumptotic solut

ion represents a real maximium. If (49) is the only absolute 

ma~imium, then N will also represent the average number of 

mesons in the fieldo In the following we shall see that thtls 

will be the case if the interaction is sufficiently strong. 

(49) shows that the most probable number of meson N is 
I 

determined by the function F
0
(k) and the constant ~ .• In the 

last section we have considered Tomonaga•s expression for F
0

(k0 

(50a) 

Using variational method Friedman, Lee and ChristianlO/ obtain

ed the following expression 

(50b) 

where a is a oonstanto When a is very large, (50b) becomes 



Fo<~>= u<f<) t 1/z. :f'
J.3 

- 16 ,,_ 

,, 00 

) .f\-;,.,,L i_. - { U(~>k2 . p_a 
· 3 -3 ( 2 Jt)3 J · · c . · 4 1T K d K 

,f) . 

From the result of last section we have 
, 

t~9 f v <~>Fa CI< l :.;, df/ f \ <Id f< ~dK. 
0 0 

(50c) 

(51) 

In the following we shall estimate the value of N using· 

T.omonaga's expression (50a) and also the extreme case (50c)o 

The expression (50b),flt91edman et al must lead to a result in

termediate between these above two caseso- In addition we shall 

use the following_three types of cut-off function U(k)g 

(1) Stra_ight cut-off 

U(k) = l 

U(k) = 0 

k ~ K 

k' "7 K 

(11)_ Gaussian cut-off 

U(k) = e-f//zK2 

(iii) exponential cut-off . k 
U(k) • e- /K 

(52a) 

(52b) 

(52c) 

For K we may use the value used by Chew and also by Friedman 

et al: K = 60 

Before we oan proceed to calculate N we must also. know the 

intrin.sio interaction constant ~ • This ~ is different from 

the observed or renormalized interaction c onsta:11.t ~ r by a. re-
2 ~ 

normalization factor R, i~e., ~ =- R ~ r· According to the cal-

~ula:\ion of Friedman et al, R is found to be as large as 7 ct On 

~e tth.er hand, a recent estimation by Fubin1 and ~h:t:r.-r1ng11lg1-• . . . 

t'ej. a such smalle;i:; value 2o2o The desoripano.y between these two 



values can be explaned as follGW3o As pointed out by Strot

folini121 the solution of Fmdman et al describes more accuw 

rately the situation at small distances from the core where 

the energy of the meson is high, while the solution ~t Fub1n1 

and Thirring, which correlates the experimental results at lo• 

energy region, describes more accurately the situation ih .the 

outer.region of the meson cloude Consequently the effect of 

change renormalization is likely to be underestimated in the 

calculation of Fubini and Thirring owing to the neglection ot 

the contribution from high energy mesons at small distances fro• 

the coreo Since in our calculation we are mainly concerned with 

the situation at small distances from the core, we think that · 

the value obtained by Friedman et al is a better one .. 

That the renormalization factor could be quite large can 

also be seen from the following eonsideratione It should be not

ed that in many fixed sou.roe theories~ the, renormalization fac-
2 . 

tor R for g is finitee This factor is equ4l to the ratio of 

the probability of the bare nucleon to emit or absorb a meson o:f 

a given charge to the same probability of the physical nucleono . . 
Thus for the neutral·scalar theory this renorm~lization factor· 

1s 1, since the core of the nucleon does not loss any abilit7· 

to emit or absorb a mesonONing to the presence of the meson cloud. 

For the charge scalar theory the upper limit of this factor is 

2 which corresponds to the strong coupling limit when· the cor·e 

has equal probability of being a &are proton or a bare neutron. 

By similar reason for the charge~symmetrical scalar theory,. the 
I 

strong coupling limit gives tllme value Jo In· our. case of charge-

symmetrical pseudo-soal~r theory it can 
-OG1;em:nemn,11i i;;rmn·i;,i' ' 

llJiepmJx Hcc11eaonamlll I 
6H5JlMOTEKA ( 

easily be seen that tht 
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- iB = 

up.per limit for the re~el.~zatton :f~to.t :is , (t.he is~copi~ 

spin space and too ordi•l'Y spin spaM e~h @@ntribu\inl a :futor 

J)o The value 7 dotaine~ by Friedmam @t al oorresponij3 to tl.l@ @~c::> 

tuation that the orientation of the~@ is 801, at~-~ the 

:l,eotopic and ordinary spin spaoeso 

It will further be pointed ouzt that the 16':tg:enlP.Sti @I ! l~ 

a.1so a. neooes\ry condition for our calculati®'.im to b~ s@U~om= 

siste.:lllto In deriving (49) we· have required that N shouli;l b<@ 

suf:f'1¢1ently largeo It ~ail!) ~asil.1' b@ ta@i~ ~t. W/h(fl.'l N is 1ar4J99 
' 

-,jthe orientation of the core in isotopic and ordin~3 :spiiil apa.(g(f.i@l 

must be quite randomo From the above consideFation it foll~ws 

that R cannot be muoh less than the limiting value 9o 

If we accept the value R = 1 aall ~s~ for the renormal1s= 

ed oo-upling constattt·determ1ned from expf€i~t& ~r/4Ji • Ool~ 

then inserting (50) - (.52) into (49) 9 we can ta.ltulatie the num1&

rioal values of N for different choices of F~(~) ~nd W(k)o The 

results are t~bulated in Tabl~ Io 

Table .. ~ ,k 

* 
F

0
(k) · I U(k)/z:: ;~ l: 

·•-=~ 
U(k)/f:- 2:- ~.'J: 

~= . e . -=i 

I 
.. ,iiil,_~r,,. = .__., ; 1 

U (k)· 'I straight•' Gaussian ! expon9 straight\ Gau~~:i.~~ l~~P~~o :, 
cut-off , cut-off 'sut-~ff c~~-off eut-off cut-offfl 

I , ; 

L N . 10 1 4)~ lJ lJ "I ,. I 
2b =,.J 

W.e see from this table that N is indeed·a large nu.mbero W@ $@@ 
. ·~ -

further than tlie largeness of N 1s qui te':i :tii'd@ip~nd~nt' t;:l th{11'1 

-fo~m of F
0
(k) and U(k)o It depends rather sensitively on the cut= ~ 
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off momentum. K a.nd ·the value of renormalization f'aetor ·R,. In. 

&lllr oalculation we ha,re assumed that·R ~hould be
0

large, ·but the 
' .. 

'Value of' K has been fixed by Chew and many_other·authors befer•o 
~ ',., ·-

In calculating . N · we have· replace f by ·. -~ in ·all int~grals 

sinoe the ·contribution to·these integrals comes ma.ial:r :from large 
valuee of k~ The a'o-ove result sh.ctta tha£ fo·r a wi.Se range of.• F

0
(k:) 

and tr(k), the most probable· or aYerage numbe,: of mesons in 'the 

V'iOinlty of the eore is of the order teno 

· Based on our above picture of physical nuoleoa, the "S-Star" 

obse)tvedby Lord, Fainbe;rg and Sohe1nlJ/ may be expla'inect 1amed1=

atel1 as formed by shaking off of the meson· clOWl outside· t·he ·cores 

of two colliding nucleonso In ceriter of mass qstem, the sh•wer· 

particles shaken off from each nl.1.bleon form a nat'l'."ow con·e ·cont&ill"i" 

iia-gabout ten mesons moving in the direction t>f the :1.nitia.l.nuole-

Ono 
.. 

·· From the ab-ove picture we see also ·that the avetrage trans-

verse oompo·nent of momentum of the shower -pa..rtlc;iles p&rpendicular 

to the line of collision should be~ Ko This is also in agreement 

with the obsergation of the s-star" We thereto.re conclude that the 

phenomena of m~son shower production b;, nucleon collisions at ener

gylo17 e't fit i;l:Uite_ well into our picture ol nucleon structureo 

To explain the phenomena there 1a n~o urgent ueed to go to Ferm_i• s 

statistical theory14/ or even to hydrcdynani1ca115/ or non-linear 

theo:ces16/a One decisive defect ef all thase·theories' 1s that 

they ·cannot. give satisfactory ex,lanatioa ft1' 'anti-nucleons· and 

strange particles are not produc.ed;in lcp quantities c.inagside 
. .. 

with the Showe~ of mesonso 
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!hi questi()n now ta.risfr$ as to whether the gljound state 

S·;0l11tit>·n obtained above is consistent With experimental reslllta . . . 

· a:t lo• energies. Sine~ the el~cromagnetic properties ot' the ctr• 

are· yet u.nkn~wn; no definite statements on the magnetic aomtnt• 

and ~toss ..... sections for· pho't-().,..production of mesons can be made 

by aD,1' out..,o!! th·eory unless the o oupl1ng is extremely· strong1 

~ri Which case the oontrl,liltt1on of the core will vanish on the 

a.v,ez-age:o The nuclear potential cannot· gi,r.e aey indication aa 

to, the number of mesons in the field since it is well known 

that in neutral soalazr theory Yukawa potential is always o'btain

e<l indep.endent of .:the number Qf virtual mesons in the field.o 

The same· si tuat:ton also happens in the str·ong coupling lim1t 

for all types of" mes.on theories,, As has been stressed by Fubini 

and Thirring, the ol'J.ly experimental material which can be used 

:for co:mparison is the P*Wave soatteringo The results of strof-
. ~ . , . -

f;olini and Friedman et al haT,e shown that the experiment ean 

,a1ways be' e~la.inea: by scattering integral equ'ition in'folving 

only- z-ero and t>ne meson states irrespe~t'1.VE! of the form of so

lu.t1.on of the ground s·tat.e of the nucleono In this sense we may 
'"!, 

o,onclude that the p:resent theory is not inconsistent with any 

,existing eli:perimental resultc; 

The results ttf last two sections may be summarized as follows: 

We have accepted Chew's non...-relat1vist1c model of physical nuc ..... 

leon more seriously and investigated· the situation at small di.s

tances from the corea We found that if the renormalization facto.r 
C-O\\StC\nt · · • · 

for coupling is large, then the asymptotic solution for the 

ground state will be ve~-:, useful ft:>t- 1stimat1i:ig the distribution . 
. \ 

of mesons at small distance• flNII the core" Since the 1ntritts1o 

.\ 
f 



coupling constant is large the coupling between the core arid the 

field is quite strong in the vicinity of the oore and the number o! 
mesons there will be quite largeo This gi'f'ea a satisfactory esplanat~ 

ion of the s-star observed by Lord et al • .As the distance from the 

core increases, the effective coupling constant will decrease and 

the coupling between the core and the field will become weaker. In 

the outer region of the field, the renormalization factor will be .. 

equal to that given by Fubini and Ihirring ... There the theory_ o~ Chew 

must be relied on to give correct descriptiona of low energy pheno-

menao 

Two further remarks are now in order.o Firstly, when· we accept· 

(49) as~giving the maximium in the region of large n, we :have assum-
"" ed that there is no other maximium in the region of small n. If ·the 

latter is the case, then the absolute maximium may not be given by 

(49) and the value N will no longer represent the average number 
.,. ~ .. .. .,. # .... 

of meson in the fieldo We know however from the result of Pauli and 

Dancoff that in the limit when the coupling 1s very strong, the·ab

solute maxirnium is given by (49), and we have reasons tq expect that 

this is still true when the 'coupling .. is moderately strong •. (i.e.; 
. . . 

when the renormalization factor is 7 instead of 9). Since it is yet . 

impossible to obtain the rigorous sol~tion for the ground state,:at 

the moment this expectation can only be an assumptiono Secondly, 

although our assumption that the. intrinsic coupling constant .is lar_

ge is consistent with know' experimental results, the possibility that 

it is small cannot be overlookedo.Fubin1 and Thirring have given so~ 

me evidence for preferring a model 6£: physical nucleon. with a smaller 

Talue of intrinsic coupling constans. Further experimental as "well 'as 

theoretical investigation ie therefore need before definite conclus

ion can be drawn 
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App en d~i X I 
c:=i------..... ----------

·, A large part of the following results has been obtai~ed by 

Pau11-and·Dancoff beforee But in 
-(0) 

their calculations the meaning 

of q, o<s· · is entirely·'different o 

(o) . 

In their _case ~,;,(S ) Qr al'e 
- (0) . 

all real quantities, -whereas our.- ¢o< 5 and qr must be considP.-· 
- . 

red as complex quantities o The:t.·ef ore i:a our caJ..cu.la.tiG:ns we shall 
. . ' 

avo!d to use the geometrical meaning of Ask ·end B1r,.t: and ·their 

representation in terms of Euler a.n.gleso 

We introduce the following transformation in the ordinary 

space-and t'-e -isotopic•spin space: 

3 ' I 

6"5 == [ -Asf< <5f< 
11<~1 

. 3 I 

't°' = [ Brol --ry 
- ·- Y-=I .. 

(1~) 

(2ll) 

AsK and Byoe are all complex numbers but satisfy the follow= 

ing conditions of orthogonal tra.nsformationo 

1 Bye{ B Sd = <\,s > f B rd Brp ~ Odp 

I Aon· Ao($ = <\-s ., f A.;\' Ap y = 6,,{f:l 

We may choose A Ve S and ·. B rd. such that 

L ··s'(o( cpd.5 Ask= C)YkQY 
dlS . 

(J!l) 

In order to pro~e that this is possible, we censider the fol-

lowing two matrices 

I I 

Cy-5 ~ Csr = 1 cpdY ¢JS, Cd~ :::.C~ot = ~ cpo<v cppY 

·\ 



,I 

Crs and c•ci~ ·should be considered as complex numbers. 

Since any symmet:rical complex matrix can be transf ermed 

into diagonal matrix by a complex orthogonal transformatiea, 

we may choose Ask and By~ to satisfy 

Y~ A-yd crs Asp:: 6d~ wd 
) 

r_ Bro£ c: 8 a513 == 8v-s w; exp •. r c,,, 
Using (5) and (J) above two relations ou. be written 

where 

(10•) 

(6) and(?) can also be written as 

I (11 1 ) 

Since 

~ Lfp-, lj '3'~ :f o( S = f ~.Pr C,-s = ~ C ;ix ~o( 5 
) I 

(1.3') 

11\tlti ls 11 *) from the ri.e:ht b ':Yo, w 
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) 
... --... #· 

L ~DyCy5A5~ =L Cp
1

o<':fo(5A5f3 = L lfy,.A'rl=lw~. 
'fl 5 J t' <,() S \r t' -

Multiply again ·-by Bn 0 . . 
I.. B n P C ~oe ~ cl s A 5 j3 ,; L B nf-'.1 y v A 'r ~ W f3 . 

o<,s,p - J\ Y 

From (12') we 1 obtain 

[ Bho< w~ .'-fc1-s As~= [ Bho ~_pv-A rJ3 w~ 
~s VJ J or . -

I 

W11 5"2 h~ ::: Q n ~ W p. (14') 

If w•, w• w• \ 2 J 
are all distinct, (14ff) gives immediately 

I 

Wn =-Wn (15 1 ) 

and that Q np is a diagonal matrixs If w• 1 w• 2, ?I' J a.r~ 

not distinct, e.g., w•
1 

= w•
2

, we may consider the oase as the 

limiting case of w• 
1 

_.,.. w• 2 and obtain the same result1,1 

From (8•)~ (9•) we have 

Q'<d. = '[ B rt 'P1s A sot=± 8vd J w~ 
i:)s · (16, 

(16') proves that (4°) is possible and Qv = -t ~W~ 
In the following we shall use (J•) to derive some important 

relationsc (1). The angular moma•tum operator of the meson 

field is 

L tk =; ( ~~i Jfo(k - ~o{k Jfo<L) (19') 

U~ing ·commutation relations between JT~ k and lf o<i we prove 

easily 

1 



Above two relatior.is S¥ also be written as 

From (7~) and (15n), we obtain 
I 

CJ.~ ~ f Bvo< Wy By13 _ 
·Inserting (22') into (20 9) we obtan 

L(Lik l Wy] =O 

From (6') we have • 

Cst-= LA svWyAtv
v-Because of (2J•), 

i.[Llk )Css] =2. [ AtyWyA5y85k-2. [AkyWyAgy 6[s. 
y _y 

Inserting (24) into (21 ') ani comparing witk (25 9) 1 \Ve 

obtain finally 

L[LLk >Asr] =ALY 6ks -Akv 6ts 

(210) 

(11) The angular momentum operator ia isotopic spin space is -

given by 

To<~ = ~ (lJo(y JTµy - ~~r JTc<v) 

By similar calculation we can prove 

. . 

(27°) 

(280) 
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(iii) Let 

Lv-
5 

=-~·Ai,, Aks L ik > 
t.1K 

(29') 

Tr
5 =L B.,.o<BsµTc(~ 

e(l ~ (JO') 

Using (26') we obtain 

L[L"-\ Aet] = L AtrAks[ L ik, Aet]-= 6rt Aes - <lst Aer. (JI?) 
L,k 

Similarly from (28') we obtain 

[ rs· ] . r 
L T , Bt<> =h Bro1 B 5/l [ To1 p, Bkt J-= 0rt Bs.t - J's t B rot • 

From'(19'), (27'), (29') and (JO•) vie obtain 

· r 5 L ""-- (o) . · (o) 

L, . ~~- ( Q v- A ks B r ~ JT°' k - Q s A k -r- B s °' JT ol k ) . k« 
) . 

rs (o) . (0) 

.T = L (Qr A kY B 5c1. Jf <-< k - Q 'o A ks B rcL Jf cJ k . ' kd 
I 

·which give when r f s, 

. rs· r-5 rs Trs1 
8 JT ( 0) ' l L + T L -. ,. ____ \ 

L A k y 5d. cl k :: 2 Q ~ - Q 5 - - Q r + Q S J 
~k I -) 

and when r = s, we may define 

(0) 

al\ A k v- B r °' JT °' k ~ Pr , . 

From (JJ') and (J4') we obtain finally: 

<0 · . I L..J +T -
JT o( s = L As r Bk<-< P., 6 r k + 2( Q _ Q - - Q + Q (-t - 6 r k ) 

(32') 

(JJ') 

(J4') 

. >. · l I r k r k Lr k T r k ) · 1 
rk r k r k · . 
) / \ . (J5') 
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Appendix II. 

··. ~· .. ~ ·.~ --.: : .. •.~·~L~ ·~· r:._ 

In the following we shall investigate the effe.ct of neg:t),ct~fr-: 
:· ._~·~•., ··;·~:./<!• :··/<·~··:,::;":~•l\ 

We c ons1der·<the · :. ·'., .. 

I I 11 I I·-

Since 1:2 6"1 anti-communties with ft, G", Q, +Tc! G2 Q2 ) we : 
'/ I 

may displace the factor (t2 G, ) by ·using this anti-commuta.tf: --
) .', '."ts,•••, .;• •• ;, 

_ ion relation ·to the right. After adding the result. obtained/)>y>;<::, .. 
' • ,, C ' ' 'i , ... : '<.;- ··~ •( ••.. , . 

interchanging 1 and 2, we obtain ··"'··· · ::,-:;/,?f{'·_ 

~r;;- t2[ t:0.'R, 2 + t~0; 1?2, 1Tn=-A(-i (+'(~I)";' [~-~
0

[1+' ?~J(~~n :;~J ·. e'\Je _ 3 __ , .3. .. J ... 

(t 'a' Q + T' cs-' Q )h-nr1 (t 'G"' Q J\ n3 . '. ·(39~)-. 
111 222 3.3 3 . . ·-

,.,._,.;· 

.,._' 

On the other hand, inserting (J7) into (JO), we see .that_ 

the first two terms of (JO) operating on (J7) give rise to ze·ro.: 
f ~ I 

(JO) applied -The part containg 1:3 G 3 . in the third term of when 

to (J6•) gives 
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. !ltl. 
Q. \Ji I I . !!I . lilt I ?, 3 I ' 

_a._ 1 f · 'f"' ,:;:- v . I , "', I I) . - r.- f) Yv·-1 
7~ \.,!> \)3 ;--Q Tn =A _,c,,~-(- Q) (- ( [ L CJ \x ) 
V~ . 9 _ (Y\- 1)! II '2. """-l t ~ r-

Ml h-\ . 
n+l • .. 2. C . 

A (- i ) (~_ J ) "'lo (n...:~rl) !, \'\~~(T 'o- 'a.+T~ ~ Qi) h.-11,-rr; ~- Q) r,.~ 

(40°) 
. . . ,,...1 I ;:;·t I .. · YH1~-1, .. -•'. "I 'f'•:;, . 

We see that the coefficient of ( L 10 1 Q,, 1~;; cri. Q~) { L/5., Q.~) m. 

(39') is smaller than the corresponding coefficient in (4-fJ') by a fac

tor [1- (- l)n-n;,]/ [n-Y\,j. When n - n
3 

is even this fac-

tor is zero; when n - n3 is odd this factor is 2/~n - n3) .. Ylhen 

·n is very large, the terms in (J9') and (40') which represent 

the largest probability arel_given by n; r;·';. n - n3 ':'t n/1! .. The

refore the rati~ of terms in (J9•) and (40') corresponding to 

the largest probability is equal to zero or 4/n .. This suffices to 

show that when n is very large (J9') may be neglected in compar1..

son to (40') .. In other words the term containing R r·r- in (26) ma~ 

be neglected when n-is very largeo. 
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